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NEW QUESTION: 1
What do you need to consider when performing the SI checks for
an SAP S/4HANA conversion? There are 2 correct answers to this
question.
A. You need to build up a SI check framework by applying SAP
notes.
B. You need an SAP system based on AS ABAP 7.50 or above for
the SI check framework.
C. The SI checks are executed in the development system and the
results are transported into the subsequent systems.
D. Depending on the SAP S/4HANA version, there are different SI
check frameworks.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are the device special files naming convention in an HP-UX
environment?
A. Block Device is /dev/dsk/c#t#d# and Character Device is
/dev/rdsk/c#t#d#
B. Block Device is /dev/hdisk# and Character Device is
/dev/rhdisk#
C. Block Device is /dev/dsk/c#t#d#s2 and Character Device is
/dev/rdsk/c#t#d#s2
D. //./PHYSICIALDRIVE#
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A multinational organization has developed a bring your own
device (BYOD) policy that requires the installation of mobile
device management (MDM) software on personally owned devices.
Which of the following poses the GREATEST challenge for
implementing the policy?
A. Differences in mobile OS platforms
B. Varying employee data privacy rights
C. Translation and communication of policy
D. Differences in corporate cultures
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
The following is part of the output information of the router
Huawei. Which of the following description of the output
information is incorrect? &lt;Huawei&gt; display pim interface
gigabitethernet 1/0/0 verbose VPN Instance: public net
Interface : GigabitEthernet1/0/0 , 10.1.1.1
PIM version : 2
PIM mode : Sparse
PIM state : up
PIM DR : 10.1.1.2
PIM DR Priority ( configured ): 1
PIM neighbor count : 1
PIM hello interval : 30S
A. PIM-SM runs on the gigabitethernet1/0/0 interface of the
router
B. The router gigabitethernet1/0/0 interface runs PIMv2
C. The DR on this interface is 10.1.1.1
D. The PIM status of the gigabitethernet1/0/0 interface of the
router is UP.
Answer: C
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